We propose efficient algorithms to construct a low-power clock tree for through-silicon-via (TSV)-based 3D-ICs. We use shutdown gates to save clock trees' dynamic power, which selectively turn off certain clock tree branches to avoid unnecessary clock activities when the modules in these tree branches are inactive. While this clock gating technique has been extensively studied in 2D circuits, its application in 3D-ICs is unclear. In 3D-ICs, a shutdown gate is connected to a control signal unit through control TSVs, which may cause placement conflicts with existing clock TSVs in the layout due to TSV's large physical dimension. We develop a two-phase clock tree synthesis design flow for 3D-ICs: (1) 3D abstract clock tree generation based on K-means clustering and (2) clock tree embedding with simultaneous shutdown gates' insertion based on simulated annealing (SA) and a force-directed TSV placer. Experimental results indicate that (1) the K-means clustering heuristic significantly reduces the clock power by clustering modules with similar switching behavior and close proximity, and (2) the SA algorithm effectively inserts the shutdown gates to a 3D clock tree, while considering control TSV's placement. Compared with previous 3D clock tree synthesis techniques, our Kmeans clustering-based approach achieves larger reduction in clock tree power consumption while ensuring zero clock skew.
INTRODUCTION
The three-dimensional integrated circuit (3D-IC) has emerged as one of the most promising solutions to continue the scaling trajectory predicted by Moore's Law, as the traditional device scaling is approaching its physical limit. The 3D-IC stacks multiple chips vertically, and the communication between different chips is established by TSVs. TSVs substantially shorten the communication distance; thus, the 3D-IC has significant improvement in performance, power, and area compared to the conventional 2D circuit.
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The clock tree is one of the largest and most frequently switched networks in a 3D-IC, making it a major contributor to the chip's total power in high-performance VLSI circuits (can take up to 70% of the chip's total power [Shelar and Patyra 2010] ). Naturally, we are interested in designing a low-power clock tree for 3D-ICs. One of the well-known techniques for low-power clock tree design is clock gating. Clock gating exploits the fact that instructions are not executed with even frequency, causing spatial and temporal variations in the "on" and "off " states of the sequential logic. The clock gating technique applies a control signal at certain intermediate clock tree nodes to shut down all its descendants' (wires and sequential logic cells) clock signals when its downstream sequential logic cells are inactive, thereby reducing the dynamic power dissipated by wires, buffers, and sequential logic cells.
Clock gating for 2D clock trees has been extensively studied in the literature [Farrahi et al. 2001; Oh and Pedram 2001; Donno et al. 2003; Li et al. 2004; Chao and Mak 2008; Lu et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2010; Benini et al. 1999; Bolzani et al. 2009 ]. Instruction stream was introduced to calculate the switching probability for each tree node, and tree nodes with similar activity patterns were clustered greedily with higher priority [Farrahi et al. 2001; Oh and Pedram 2001] . A follow-up work integrated the registertransfer-level (RTL) clock gating approach into industry synthesis tools [Donno et al. 2003 ]. Benini et al. [1999] treated the circuit as a Finite-State Machine (FSM) and calculated the Observability Don't-Care (ODC) conditions using a formal mathematical formulation. Bolzani et al. [2009] provided a physical synthesis method to integrate the clock gating and power gating techniques. A deterministic clock gating design was proposed by Li et al. [2004] , and it controls the gating circuitry based on a circuit block's actual usage during runtime. Chao and Mak [2008] considered clock gating simultaneously with buffer insertion to ensure zero clock skew. Lu et al. [2012] discussed a slew-aware clock gating method. Shen et al. [2010] optimized the placement of clock sinks to boost the power saving brought by clock gating.
Recently, with the emergence of 3D-ICs, 3D clock design has become an important research topic for 3D digital/mixed signal circuits. Generally the 3D clock tree synthesis is a two-step procedure: first the 3D abstract clock tree generation and then the 3D clock tree embedding. The 3D abstract clock tree is a binary tree structure, representing the connectivity from a centralized clock source to all the sequential logic cells. Currently the 3D abstract clock tree is designed purely from a wire length minimization standpoint. For example, implemented a cutting-based approach for abstract clock tree generation, such that the 3D-IC was recursively partitioned in the X, Y, or Z direction. The location of the cutting line was determined based on the median value of the logic cells' coordinates. Another example is the NN-3D algorithm proposed by . The authors greedily picked the closest sequential pairs and recursively formed the abstract clock tree. During the 3D clock tree embedding step, the physical locations of the intermediate clock tree nodes as well as the locations of clock TSVs are determined such that the clock tree's total wire length and clock skew are minimized. For example, extended the 2D deferred-mergeembedding (DME) algorithm [Chao et al. 1992 ] to the 3D space in order to decide the length of clock tree edges and the locations of clock TSVs to ensure minimum wire length and zero-skew in 3D clock tree. In addition, Yang et al. [2011] investigated the impact of the TSV-induced stress on timing corners and optimized the location of clock buffers to minimize the stress-induced clock skew variation. Lu and Srivastava [2015a] incorporated TSV's lifetime due to stress migration into the 3D clock tree synthesis flow. Lung et al. [2013] considered the reliability issues of clock TSVs and used a TSV fault-tolerant unit (TFU) to enhance clock trees' robustness against TSV failures. Further tuning techniques for the TFU and associated fault-tolerant 3D clock tree, such as better control of clock slew, TSV count, and clock slew, were proposed by Park and Kim [2015] .
The primary concern of this article is the design of the 3D low-power clock tree using the clock gating technique. We notice that the conventional 2D clock gating approach cannot be applied directly to a 3D-IC, for the following reason: In a gated clock tree, the shutdown network provides enable signals for the shutdown gates. The shutdown network is a planar Star network (one centralized control center delivers the enable signals to all shutdown gates through separated wires). In 2D-IC, the wiring overhead of the shutdown network is usually ignored, and the authors of the 2D clock gating papers assume they can always deliver the enable signals to wherever needed [Farrahi et al. 2001; Oh and Pedram 2001; Donno et al. 2003; Li et al. 2004; Chao and Mak 2008; Lu et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2010; Benini et al. 1999; Bolzani et al. 2009 ]. Therefore, these works insert a control gate anywhere as long as there is power saving. However, the assumption that designers can insert shutdown gates at every tree edge and that the wiring overhead of the Star network is negligible is no longer valid for a 3D clock tree.
In a 3D clock tree, clock TSVs deliver clock signals from the clock source to each of the clock sinks, while control TSVs provide shutdown signals from a centralized control center to all shutdown gates [Lu and Srivastava 2014] . Since clock synthesis is usually performed after cell placement, layout whitespace for TSVs is limited. However, both TSVs (clock and control) occupy a large placement area and the reliability [Jung et al. 2012; Xie et al. 2016 ] and signal integrity [Liu et al. 2011 ] requirements enforce TSVs to maintain certain keep-out areas, both of which constrain the usage of TSVs. In addition, although TSVs offer short and fast vertical connections, excessive usage of TSVs increases the manufacturing overhead and makes the system's reliability questionable, due to the degradation of TSVs over time. The restriction that limited numbers of clock TSVs and control TSVs are available to designers changes the way that the 3D clock tree should be synthesized and how the clock gating technique should be applied.
Aiming at a low-power 3D clock tree that accounts for the TSV usage constraints, we believe that both the 3D abstract clock tree design and the 3D clock tree embedding procedure need to be optimized. First, the 3D abstract clock tree needs to account for not only the total wire length but also the similarities in sequential logic cells' "on" and "off " behavior, so that the maximum amount of power saving can be achieved with a limited number of shutdown gates. Second, during the clock tree embedding step, we need to decide at which tree edge to put shutdown gates and the physical locations of clock TSVs and control TSVs such that all of the TSVs can fit into the layout whitespace, clock skew is zero, and the power saving is maximum.
To summarize, this article focuses on the problem of designing a low-power clock 3D clock tree using the clock gating technique, while satisfying the layout whitespace constraint and zero clock skew. The designs of the 3D abstract clock tree, the shutdown clock network, and how the shutdown network affects the design of the clock tree embedding step are investigated and optimized. In the following sections, we show our methodology to smartly generate the 3D abstract tree that is preferable for shutdown gate insertion, and select and allocate shutdown gates such that all the TSVs can be legally placed inside layout whitespace, clock skew is zero, and clock tree power is minimized. More specifically, this article makes the following contributions:
-We identify the problem of layout-constrained shutdown network design for 3D-ICs and discuss its significant difference from 2D clock gating techniques.
-We propose a two-step design flow for low-power 3D clock tree synthesis, which comprises the abstract clock tree generation step and the clock tree embedding step. -During the abstract clock tree generation step, we propose a K-means clustering [Lloyd 1982 ]-based algorithm to cluster nodes that are close to each other and have similar activity patterns. -During the clock tree embedding step, we develop an SA-based heuristic to find at which tree edge to insert shutdown gates and to decide both the clock and control TSVs' locations by a force-directed TSV placer such that the overall power consumption is minimized.
The organization of this article is as follows. We provide an overview of related preliminary studies on a 3D clock tree's power model in Section 2. The follow-up section, Section 3, focuses on optimizing the 3D abstract tree topology. Section 4 focuses on optimizing the clock tree embedding procedure, where we formulate and solve an optimization problem to decide at which tree edge to put shutdown gates and the placement of clock TSVs and control TSVs. Section 5 analyzes the design complexity (i.e., number of clock TSVs) for a multilayer control scheme. Experimental results are presented in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes the article.
PRELIMINARY
Some basic models and concepts are introduced in this section. First, we briefly cover the 3D clock tree's power models. Then we illustrate the basic idea of obtaining an activity pattern for each clock tree node. After that we introduce the TSV's legal placement problem in 3D-IC and show that constrained layout whitespace impacts the decision of gate insertion and thus completely changes the clock tree design flow. Finally, an example of a 3D gated clock tree is shown to shed light on the influence of a 3D-IC's layout whitespace constraint on the clock gating strategy and power consumption.
Power Model
Clock tree power consists of two components: dynamic power and static power. Dynamic power is the summation of the following three: clock sink (module)'s power P T m , clock tree's wiring power P T w , and controller network's wiring power P C w . Static power is consumed by the buffers along a long signal or power wire and any synchronized CMOS circuit. Since the estimation of static power along power wire needs thorough investigation of how the chip's PDN is synthesized, and CMOS's static power is largely decided by device technology, we focus on the dynamic power of the clock network in this article.
The dynamic power of a clock sink (P T m ) is the weighted sum of its active circuit power P A , when the clock is applied and the clock sink is active; standby circuit power P S , when the clock is applied and the clock sink is idle; and idle circuit power P I , when the clock is not applied and the clock sink is idle. The weight for each power component is the probability that the clock sink is in an active, standby, and idle state, respectively. The clock tree and controller network's wiring powers are caused by charging and discharging the wire capacitance. We ignore the controller network's wiring power (P C w ) in this article because the signal in the controller network switches far less frequently than the clock signal, which turns on/off twice within one cycle. However, our power model can easily handle ad hoc designs that require frequent switching of the control signal as well. Detailed formulation for P T w is similar as in Oh and Pedram [2001] and thus is omitted for brevity.
In this section, we show the methodology for obtaining the activity pattern of each sink module and clock tree edge. We assume each sink module has registers with clock signal on its input. The activity pattern of a sink module is a Boolean string where "1" indicates the clock signal is applied and "0" means it's shut down. When it is on "0," the sink module is gated and it only consumes idle circuit power P I . On the contrary, when it is on "1," the sink module consumes active circuit power P A or standby circuit power P S , depending on whether data are fed or not. In other words, P S is the amount of power dissipated on the capacitive components inside the module when the clock is still "on" even though the module is not doing any computation.
If the clock tree is completely gated (clock gate is inserted at every clock tree node), the activity pattern of an internal clock tree node ( A i ) can be obtained by ORing (bitwise OR) the activity patterns of all its descendant clock sinks (S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k ). This procedure (Phase 1) is illustrated in Equation (1):
If the clock tree is partially gated, then after obtaining the activity pattern for a completely gated clock tree (Phase 1), by preorder traversal, from the clock source to all clock sinks, a clock tree node inherits its parent's pattern if gating is not applied between that node and its parent; otherwise, it stays unchanged. We call this procedure Phase 2, as shown in Equation (2):
whereÂ p is the activity pattern of i's parent clock tree node, A i is i's activity pattern obtained from Phase 1, and G i is a Boolean variable, which is 1 when the clock gate is applied between node i and its parent and 0 otherwise. , and four clock sink modules (M 1 − M 4 ). "AND" gate is used as the shutdown gate. Each module is associated with one activity pattern, recording the module's activity over time. A module is considered as active when it is clocked and performing calculation (its activity pattern is filled/black). Otherwise, it is in standby mode when it's clocked but performs no calculation (activity pattern is gray), or in idle mode if it is unclocked and performs no calculation (activity pattern is unfilled/white). The definition of the internal node's activity pattern is slightly different from the module's. The activity pattern for the internal node is filled for "1" (active) or unfilled for "0" (idle). Activity patterns for internal nodes are calculated by Phase 1 and Phase 2, described in Section 2.2. Figure 1 (a) shows Phase 1, where the clock tree is completely gated, meaning shutdown gates are inserted at every clock tree node. Each internal node's activity pattern is obtained by ORing the activity patterns of its children. Since we ignore the power consumption of the controller network, complete clock gating will achieve the optimal power saving. However, a complete clock gating might not be feasible for 3D-ICs due to its high usage of control TSVs. Figure 1 (b) shows another design that uses fewer control TSVs. Clock tree edges e 4 and e 5 are not gated. According to Phase 2 in Section 2.2, node V 5 inherits V 7 's pattern, but node V 6 's pattern stays unchanged (compared to V 6 's pattern in Figure 1 (a)) because of the shutdown gate on edge e 6 . Meanwhile, the fourth state in M4's pattern is gray, which corresponds to the situation where a module is clocked but is not doing any computation.
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T. Lu and A. Srivastava Fig. 1 . Suppose the control center that sends out enabling signals is at layer Z 0 = 0 and the maximum number of TSVs allowed is five. Design (a) has seven "AND" gates and seven TSVs, which is infeasible to place. Design (b) uses only five TSVs while still achieving considerable power saving. Table I compares the power consumptions for the designs in Figure 1 (a) and Figure 1 (b). We assume the module's active power P A = 30, standby power P S = 5, and idle power P I = 3. We also assume the wiring power is 100 for each wire. "AND" gate and TSV consume two-and eight-unit power, respectively. The power values for the TSVs and the wires are scaled based on TSV capacitance values (50 f F) reported by Table I .
Second, we show that blindly inserting gates may end up with infeasible TSV placement. For illustration purposes, we assume we can fit at most five TSVs into the layout whitespace. (In practice, we use a force-driven placer to legalize all TSVs.) Both designs in Figure 1 The main observation we have from this example is that clock gating for 3D clock trees is quite different from 2D-ICs' case: because of the area overhead of TSVs, the design of the shutdown network in a 3D clock tree must be reconsidered along with the layout information. There is a tradeoff between TSV layout whitespace (or the usage of TSVs) and maximum power saving, and deciding where to insert the shutdown gate is the key to address this problem.
ABSTRACT 3D CLOCK TREE GENERATION
Abstract clock tree generation is the first step of the clock tree synthesis. An abstract tree is a tree topology whose leaves represent all sequential modules (clock sinks), and the root represents the clock source. The clock signal flows from the clock source, through the edges, to all clock sinks. In this article, we assume the abstract clock tree is fully binary.
Most existing 3D abstract clock tree generation methods focus on minimizing the total wire length and total TSV usage, while the clock skew is minimized in the subsequent clock tree embedding step (see Section 4). There are three existing algorithms to generate a 3D abstract clock tree: 3D-MMM (method of means and medians) , MMM-3D [Kim and Kim 2010], and NN-3D (nearest neighbor selection for 3D-ICs) . The 3D-MMM method is an extension of the 2D-MMM algorithm proposed by Jackson et al. [1990] . For a given TSV bound, the 3D-MMM algorithm partitions all the clock sinks horizontally (X/Y-cut) or vertically (Z-cut). During an X/Y-cut, the clock sinks are projected to a 2D plane and then separated evenly, while in a Z-cut, the clock sinks are partitioned such that the sinks from the same chip belong to the same subset, and a TSV is inserted between adjacent chips. The MMM-3D method [Kim and Kim 2010] uses a designer-specified parameter to control the partitioning direction (X/Y-cut or Z-cut) between sinks. The NN-3D method extends Edahiro's 2D bottom-up approach [Edahiro 1993] . NN-3D recursively selects a pair of subtrees or clock sinks and then merges that pair. The selection criterion is based on a cost function that is a weighted sum of 2D Euclidean distance, TSV number, and capacitive load.
While these three algorithms are promising, they are designed primarily for wire length minimization purposes, not for clock power. In addition, they are not capable of handling the unique challenge in 3D clock tree design that the shutdown gates can no longer be inserted at every tree edge. As we have explained in Section 1, this is because the TSV placement whitespace is limited during the clock synthesis step, and excessive usage of TSVs brings extra manufacturing cost and raises TSV's reliability concerns Lu et al. [2016b Lu et al. [ , 2016c . Therefore, we aim to generate a 3D abstract clock tree such that the minimum number of shutdown gates is needed while simultaneously reducing the wire length and the power consumption of the clock tree. To achieve this goal, it is desirable that (1) clock sinks with similar activity patterns are clustered together (belong to the same subtree), and (2) clock sinks that are next to each other are clustered together. It's preferable to cluster sinks with similar activity patterns because a shutdown gate can turn off the entire subtree when none of the clock sinks in that subtree is active. It stays on (thus the entire subtree consumes dynamic power) even though there's only one clock sink in that subtree that is active. Clustering similar activity patterns ensures maximum shutdown rate and also reduces the need for the shutdown gates and therefore potentially reduces the number of control TSVs. Meanwhile, clustering clock sinks that are next to each other minimizes the total wire length, thus minimizing the wire's dynamic power.
To summarize, the 3D-MMM and MMM-3D algorithms only consider total wire length as an objective, but neither of them considers the dynamic power consumption during the charging and discharging behaviors happening on the capacitive loads. NN-3D models the capacitive load; however, it may consume more power for a highly frequently switched load with small capacitance than a large capacitance that switches less frequently. As far as the clock gating technique is concerned, we believe the quality of a gated low-power 3D clock tree heavily depends on its abstract clock tree. Therefore, in the following subsection, we propose a K-means clustering-based algorithm to generate a low-power 3D abstract clock tree, which produces a high-quality abstract clock tree that is suitable for the subsequent low-power clock tree embedding.
K-Means Clustering
As mentioned earlier, a low-power 3D clock tree geared toward the clock gating technique should capture both the similarities between activity patterns and the physical proximity between clock sinks. These "similarities" in activity patterns and physical locations can be captured by clustering algorithms, and we select the well-studied K-means clustering technique to cluster the clock sinks. There are other clustering algorithms such as Massberg and Vygen [2008] and Shelar [2012] . However, the K-means clustering algorithm captures the similarity of a set of points within a group (the distance function between any point to the group's centroid), but Massberg and Vygen [2008] and Shelar [2012] define the distance function pairwise. Capturing the activity pattern similarity within a group of clock sinks is one of the essences of the article. The K-means clustering algorithm divides up a set of points into K clusters, such that the sum of the within-cluster dissimilarity is minimized. In our binary abstract clock tree's case, K = 2. The with-in-cluster dissimilarity is defined as the average distance between two points within a cluster. We also associate each clock sink S i with a tuple:
, where x i , y i , z i are the location, and C i and A i are sink S i 's capacitive load and activity pattern, respectively. Specifically, our K-means clustering algorithm alternates between two steps: the assignment step and the update step.
Assignment
Step. The assignment step assigns each clock sink to the closest clustering center. During the assignment step, the distance function that accounts for activity patterns' similarity and physical proximity between two clock sinks i and j (or two subtrees' roots) is defined as the dynamic power consumption of a subtree if node i and j are children of the same subtree's root. This formulation is better than clustering clock sinks purely based on their activity patterns, or physical locations, because these two might be contradictory objectives. For example, clock sinks that are far away might possess highly similar activity patterns, and clock sinks that are next to each other possibly have distinct activity patterns. Our proposed distance function combines the best of both worlds and therefore is used in this article. Specifically, the distance function d ij is defined as in Equation (3):
where x i, j , y i, j , and z i, j are i, j s location, and c w , c v , C i, j , and α i, j denote the wire's unit capacitance, TSV's unit capacitance, node i, j s loading capacitance, and switching activity similarity, respectively. Particularly, α ij is defined as the percentage of the same switching behavior during the sampling period:
where XNOR is the bitwise logical operation that is the complement of the exclusive OR operation, mis the length of the activity pattern, andĀ i is the estimated activity pattern of node i, which is the average between two extreme cases (as shown in Equation (5)): a completely gated clock tree and a clock tree with no clock gating. Since at the 3D abstract clock tree's generation stage we know neither the physical implementation of the clock tree nor the exact location of shutdown gates, and therefore we don't know the exact activity pattern of each clock sink, we believe that taking the average of an ungated clock tree and a fully gated case to represent node i's activity pattern, as shown in Equation (5), is a good estimation:
where A i is node i's activity pattern when the clock tree is completely gated (shutdown gates inserted at every tree edge), and Figure 1(a) is an example of a fully gated clock tree. A i can be obtained by simply ORing (bitwise OR) the activity patterns of all its descendant clock sinks (refer to Phase 1's Equation (1) for more details).Â i is node i's activity pattern when the clock tree is not gated (no clock gating at all). In that case, according to Phase 2's Equation (2), every G i is zero, which means every node inherits its parent's activity pattern and therefore every node's activity pattern is identical to the activity pattern of the tree root. The root's activity pattern can be obtained by bitwise ORing all the clock sinks' activity patterns.
Update
Step. The update step replaces each clustering center by the average of clock sinks in its cluster. During the update step, the new cluster center is generated by averaging out the tuples belonging to the clock sinks in the same cluster:
. The bitwise average of activity patterns represents the most frequently appeared activity pattern among the clock sinks in the same cluster.
Our Abstract Tree Generation Algorithm
The abstract clock tree generation algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The inputs of the algorithm are the clock source's layer index (z s rc), TSV bound (B), and a set (S) 
representing the clock sinks. There are two terminating conditions: (1) when there's only one clock sink in S (line 10, |S| means the number of sinks in set S), and the algorithm returns with this clock sink (line 11), and (2) when there's only one TSV per layer available (B = 1) and the clock sinks in S span over more than two dies (sizeo f (Z) > 1), and the algorithm bipartitions S into two subtrees S 1 and S 2 . If z s rc is contained in the range of [min(z), max(z)], then S 1 contains all the clock sinks that have a layer index larger than z s rc (line 14) while S 2 contains the rest. Otherwise, S 1 contains all the clock sinks that are located at the layer that is next to the z s rc (line 16), while S 2 contains all other clock sinks. When neither of these two terminating conditions is satisfied, the K-means clustering algorithm bipartitions S and B to minimize the clock tree power and wire length (line 21). Then our function "AbstractTree3D" is called recursively on (B 1 , S 1 ) and (B 2 , S 2 ) and the roots of S 1 and S 2 become the current tree node, root(S)'s children. Figure 2 shows a simple example for 3D abstract clock tree generation. In Figure 2 , four modules (M 1 to M 4 ) are distributed on a two-layer 3D-IC. Each module has its activity pattern. When the TSV bound is 1, both the proposed K-means clusteringbased method and the 3D-MMM algorithm generate the same abstract clock tree: the modules on the same layer belong to the same subtree. However, when the TSV bound is more than 1, for instance, 2 in Figure 2 , the 3D-MMM algorithm only clusters the nearest modules, while the K-means method takes both the location and the activity pattern's information into account. The K-means method generates a 3D abstract clock tree that is suitable for shutdown gate insertion, which we explain in Section 4. Fig. 2 . The 3D abstract tree generated by our K-means clustering-based algorithm and the 3D-MMM algorithm ] for a given TSV bound. (a) 3D view where thick lines represent TSVs, each clock sink has a layer index (black dot indicates upper layer, and white dot is for lower layer), and each clock sink is associated with an activity pattern (black square is "on," while white square is "off "). (b) The resulting 3D abstract trees where the black rectangles represent TSVs.
Another recent 3D clock tree synthesis heuristic is a greedy algorithm called NN-3D . NN-3D iteratively picks and connects a pair of clock sinks (or subtree roots) from clock sink set S with the lowest cost, defined as in Equation (6):
where c w and c v are wire and TSV capacitance, e i and e j are wire length from i and j to their parent node, and C a and C b are node i and j s downstream capacitance, respectively. α and β T SV are user-defined parameters that determine the weight of capacitance and TSV usage. In NN-3D, β T SV = 1. Then these two sinks (or subtree roots) are deleted from S and their parent node with an updated location, and capacitive load is returned to S. Similar iterations carry on until there is only one subtree root in S.
In this article, we are interested in how limited TSV placement whitespace affects the 3D clock tree synthesis decision (e.g., number of clock TSVs used). Therefore, for a given design benchmark, we vary β TSV to obtain designs with different clock TSV numbers. These designs generated by NN-3D are used as baseline designs when analyzing the performance of the K-means clustering-based abstract clock tree generation heuristic.
CLOCK TREE EMBEDDING
For a given 3D abstract clock tree, the second phase of 3D clock tree synthesis, the wire embedding, determines the physical locations of the intermediate clock tree nodes, in order to minimize objective functions such as total wire length, clock skew, clock power, and so forth In this section, we introduce the conventional clock skew and wire lengthcentered embedding method, and then we propose a new problem for 3D low-power clock tree generation, under certain placement whitespace constraints. We ask where are the best locations for shutdown gate insertion, and how the 3D shutdown network affects the design of the 3D clock tree network.
Conventional Embedding Method
A prevailing objective for 3D clock tree embedding is to minimize the total wire length while ensuring zero clock skew. proposed a DME-3D (deferredmerge-embedding) algorithm to produce a 3D clock tree with near-optimal wire length.
The DME-3D algorithm is an extension of the 2D-DME work proposed by Chao et al. [1992] . In both DME algorithms, following a bottom-up fashion, the location of each intermediate clock node is investigated. With zero clock skew as a constraint and minimum wire length as an objective, the DME algorithm finds the solution space, namely, the "merging segments" (MSs) for each of the intermediate tree nodes from clock sinks all the way to the clock tree root. After that, starting from the clock tree root, a preorder traversal decides the exact location of each intermediate tree node such that the Manhattan distance from the intermediate node to its parent node is minimized. Then the algorithm inserts clock TSVs when a tree node is not at the same layer as its parent node. It is provable that the clock TSV should be placed at the same location as its parent node to achieve minimum wire length. In a word, given a 3D abstract clock tree, the DME-3D algorithm [Kim and Kim 2011] generates a 3D clock tree with low wire length and ensures zero clock skew. One other notable clock tree embedding technique includes the sDMBE algorithm , which performs simultaneous clock buffering to control the clock slew during the DME-3D procedure.
Clock Gating for 3D Low-Power Embedding
In this section, we formulate a problem for 3D low-power clock tree embedding. Let M = {M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M n } represent clock sinks (modules). The location of each clock sink is (x i , y i , z i ). Another input is the 3D abstract clock tree, which is generated using the K-means clustering-based algorithm proposed in Section 3.1. Let V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 2n−1 } denote the nodes of the abstract clock tree, where v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n refer to leaf nodes (clock sinks) and the rest are internal tree nodes. We call the tree edge between v i and its parent e i . Each edge e i is a potential location of a shutdown gate, G i , and G i is able to shut down the subtree rooted at v i when necessary. If G i is inserted at e i , we always insert G i at the end of the edge, next to v i 's parent, so that we can save e i 's power consumption when necessary. We assume one control unit is located at the center of layer Z 0 . The control signal paths form a Star network (each control gate connects to a centralized control unit through a separate wire). It's worth mentioning that the Star network is one simple but effective connecting structure. More sophisticated structures can be applied to avoid excessive wiring capacitance. For example, a designer may exploit the opportunities that multiple shutdown gates with the same enabling signals could share a common control signal path. Or one can add multilayer control units in multiple layers and the "enable" signals are issued from the control units to the clock sinks in the same layer. The comparison between a single-control-unit design and multiple-control-unit design is elaborated in Section 5. The following section assumes the control signal network is a Star network. We investigate the following simultaneous clock gating and TSV placement problem.
Problem formulation: Simultaneous shutdown gate insertion with TSV placement
Given a 3D ungated abstract clock tree generated by a conventional wire embedding technique (DME-3D [Kim and Kim 2011], for instance), we investigate how to construct a low-power 3D clock tree with simultaneous gate insertion under the constraint that the clock TSVs and control TSVs need to be legally placed inside the layout whitespace. Meanwhile, we also need to minimize the total wire length and clock skew.
The decision making is twofold. On the one hand, we need to determine where to insert the shutdown gates among all 2n − 1 gating candidates (n = total number of clock sinks). As the shutdown signal requires control TSVs' connection to reach the control center and the TSV occupies a large placement area, inserting a shutdown gate at every tree edge is impractical in 3D-ICs. In addition, some tree edges don't need shutdown gates. For example, in Figure 3 , if two child nodes possess the same activity patterns, there's no need to insert shutdown gates at these edges because these children nodes switch "on" and "off " simultaneously. Another example could be in a situation where certain nodes are always "on" (activity patterns are mostly 1s). In that case, clock gating is also ineffective.
On the other hand, subject to a TSV placement whitespace constraint, we need to decide the number and the location for both clock and control TSVs, as they compete for placement whitespace resources. Clock and control TSVs need to be legally placed without overlap. Increasing the number of clock TSVs might reduce the total wire length and power for an ungated clock tree; however, when clock gating is considered, increasing the clock TSV number also implies that fewer control TSVs (therefore fewer shutdown gates) can be used.
Methodology
In this section, we present our methodology. We first develop a force-directed TSV placer to place the TSVs within the given placement whitespace and then propose an SA-based approach to solve the shutdown gate insertion problem. As the SA procedure could be time-consuming, we discuss approaches to speed up the heuristic.
4.3.1. TSV Placement. The number of control TSVs, which carry the shutdown gates' control signals, is proportional to the number of shutdown gates used. However, since clock tree synthesis is usually performed after the placement of blocks/standard cells/IO pins, the layout whitespace left for TSVs is limited. Moreover, TSVs have larger dimensions than standard cells; for example, a TSV could occupy a 5μm× 5μm to 30μm× 30μm area Lu et al. [2016b Lu et al. [ , 2016c , depending on different fabrication technologies, as compared to less than 1μm× 1μm standard cells at a sub-microtechnology node. In addition, TSVs have to maintain a certain distance from each other, due to mechanical [Jung et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2016b ] and signal integrity [Liu et al. 2011] considerations. The TSV placement problem is to place the clock TSVs and control TSVs such that each TSV is located inside the layout area and outside other TSVs' keep-out-zones (KOZs) [Lu and Srivastava 2015b; Lu et al. 2016c] .
We adopt the force-directed placement idea in Viswanathan and Chu [2005] to solve the TSV placement problem. Overlap between TSVs and overlap between TSVs and placement boundaries produce forces to move TSVs to the overlapping-free regions during each iteration. The magnitude of the force is proportional to the area that overlaps. The direction of force is the combination of two kinds of overlap: (1) the overlap between TSVs and other TSVs' KOZs and (2) the overlap between TSVs and the boundary region. Figure 4 illustrates these two forces. Both clock and control TSVs are movable.
Shutdown Gate Insertion with Simultaneous TSV Placement.
The core idea is to use an SA framework, which aims to find a high-quality selection of control TSVs that could fit into the current chip layout while minimizing the total clock power. We use the force-directed TSV placer that iteratively removes overlaps.
An exhaustive search approach to decide at which tree edge to put shutdown gates takes at least O(2 n ), where n is the number of clock sinks. For a modern synchronizing processor, n varies from several hundreds to several millions, depending on the granularity of the design. In this article, we propose an efficient heuristic based on SA, as shown in Figure 5 . It starts with an estimation control TSV number that can fit into the whitespace. Then a set of shutdown gates is randomly selected to form the initial state. Iteration begins as we try to fit the selected control TSVs into the current layout whitespace, using the force-directed placer. If the placement fails, we reject the current selection immediately. Then we remove one control TSV in a high overlapping area, hoping the remaining control TSVs can be legally placed in the next iteration. Otherwise, if the placement is successful, the SA process probabilistically accepts or rejects the current selection, based on the clock tree's total power consumption. If the current selection is accepted, we add one more control TSV, hoping it'll bring us more power saving in the next iteration. If the selection is rejected due to an increase in clock power, we substitute one control TSV with one unused control TSV. We update the annealing temperature afterward. When the annealing procedure converges (no significant improvement is seen in several consecutive iterations), a high-quality set of shutdown gates is chosen, which achieves maximum power saving, and all the TSVs can be legally placed within the layout whitespace.
It is worth mentioning that after each successful TSV placement, the clock tree itself needs to be resynthesized to meet the zero-skew constraint. The time complexity of DME-based clock tree synthesis is bounded by O(n), where n is the number of clock sinks . So this extra synthesis step won't increase the time complexity of our SA-based approach asymptotically. 4.3.3. Setting Up Initial State. SA's solution quality and runtime heavily rely on the initial state. In order to speed up our SA-based algorithm, we develop a snippet to set up the initial state before SA begins. We start with an ungated routed zero-skew clock tree and estimate the control TSVs' count that can fit into the current layout whitespace, and then we iteratively select the gate with maximum power saving. The selection continues until the control TSV count reaches our early estimation, or all the gating candidates have been selected. The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.
ALGORITHM 2: Setting Up Initial State for SA 0. S = ∅; U = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G 2n−1 }; 1. m = estimation of available control TSV numbers; 2. Construct a zero-skew ungated clock tree using DME-3D algorithm [Kim and Kim 2011]; 3. Repeat 4. Calculate the power saving when inserting each one of the gates in set U ; 5. Pick the gate insertion candidate G i that has the largest power saving; 6. Add G i to S; 7. Remove G i from U ; 8. if control TSV is needed when inserting G i , update m; 9. Until m = 0 or U = ∅.
EXPLORATION OF MULTILAYER CONTROL SCHEME
In this section, we explore the possibility of implementing multilayer control units.
As shown in Figure 6 (a), the single control unit analyzes the shutdown condition of each clock tree branch and issues the "enable" signals to each of the shutdown gates through separate channels. These channels form a "star" network, in which shutdown gates at different layers are reached via control TSVs. For convenience, we assume an N-layer 3D-IC in which n g shutdown gates are distributed among layers, and the ith layer contains n i shutdown gates (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) . The single control unit is located at the first layer. Therefore, a fully gated clock tree (e.g., Figure 1 TSVs to reach the shutdown gates at the second layer, 2n 3 control TSVs for the third layer, and (N − 1)n N control TSVs for the N th layer. The total usage of control TSVs equals
An implementation of multilayer control units is shown in Figure 6 (b). In a multilayer control scheme, the master control unit encodes all the shutdown gates' indexes and sends the encoded bits to the slave control units at other layers. The slave control units receive and decode the signal, and then distribute the "enable" signal through planar wiring. Although no control TSV is needed, signal TSVs are required between the master control unit and the slave control units, and the encoding and decoding circuitries yield extra overhead. A binary stream can be used to represent indexes of the selected shutdown gates. For example, "111000" represents that shutdown gates with indexes 1, 2, and 3 are "on" and gates with indexes 4, 5, and 6 are "off."
Let's consider the problem of how many TSVs are needed to reliably transmit the binary string from the master control unit to the slave control units without loss. First, we calculate the TSV count from the master control unit to the slave control unit at the second layer. The master control unit needs to encode the shutdown gates' indexes at the second, third, . . . and Nth layer, with a total count of N i=2 n i . Therefore, there are 2 N i=2 n i possible combinations. Assuming the appearance of each binary stream is a binary random variable, with the probability of p i , according to the Shannon entropy theory, the entropy of the interface between the master control unit and the first slave control unit, H 1 , is defined as follows [Shannon 2001 ]:
The entropy H 1 represents the minimum channel width to reliably transmit the binary stream without loss [Shannon 2001 ]. The upper bound of H 1 is log(2 N i=2 n i ) = N i=2 n i when all the p i s are equal. Similarly, the entropy of the interface between the first slave control unit and the second slave control unit H 2 ≤ N i=2 n i , and H N−1 ≤ N i=N−1 n i . Therefore, the upper bound of TSV usage in a multilayer control scheme is The entropy from the simulation results are reported as follows. In order to compare the single control unit with the multilayer control units, we calculate the system's entropy value based on a completed gated design (e.g., Figure 1(a) ). We execute a queue of instructions, and for each instruction, we analyze the indexes of the shutdown gates that need to be turned on. We count the appearance of each bit stream and divide it by the total number of instructions to obtain its probability ( p i ).
For a two-layer 3D-IC in which shutdown gates are evenly distributed among layers, we show the total number of TSVs needed for a single-layer control and multilayer control scheme, respectively, with respect to the total number of shutdown gates, n g , in Figure 7 . Figure 7 shows that the TSV required in a two-layer control scheme in practice scales approximately with n g /4. This is because the appearance of each binary stream is not of equal probability. For example, when a parent node in a clock tree is clock gated, it will be unnecessary to clock gate any of its descendant nodes.
In summary, a multilayer control scheme uses fewer TSVs for delivering the control signal, at the cost of the overhead of encoding and decoding circuitries.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Our 3D clock tree synthesis flow is implemented using Matlab and run on a Windows machine by an Intel Core i5 3.1GHz CPU and 12GB RAM. We evaluate the performance of our clock gating algorithm based on the benchmark circuits from the ISPD clock network synthesis contest [ISPD 2009 ]. These benchmarks contain up to 273 clock sinks. Since the benchmark circuits are originally designed for a 2D chip (with an area of A), we randomly partition all the clock sinks into N layers, with an area of A N on each layer. In this article, we focus on two-layer 3D-ICs (N = 2); however, our algorithms can be applied to any layer number as well. We randomly generate several whitespaces for TSVs, where TSVs are located. For each of the six ISPD benchmarks, we fix the total chip area and impose three sets of layout whitespace constraints (for TSV placement), small = 0.1%, medium = 0.15%, and large = 0.2%. As more placement whitespace is allocated for TSVs, more clock and control TSVs can be placed. When clock gating is applied, more shutdown gates are available to a designer, which help reduce the overall power dissipation.
The diameter of the TSV we use for simulation is 5μm, and the minimum keep-out distance between centers of neighboring TSVs is 12μm [ITRS 2010] . The technology In addition, we follow the work of Oh and Pedram [2001] to generate random activity patterns for clock sinks that have the following characteristics: 10% of the instructions are made to appear 50% of the time in the instruction stream; the remaining 90% of the instructions make up the remaining 50% of the instruction stream. The average number of used modules per instruction is 20% of the total number of clock sinks.
Abstract Tree Generation
In this section, we compare the quality of our K-means clustering-based abstract tree generation algorithm (Algorithm 1) to the 3D-MMM method as well as NN-3D on a two-layer 3D-IC. We generate abstract clock trees using these three methods and then embed the resulting clock trees using the DME-3D algorithm assuming no clock gating. The DME algorithm ensures zero clock skew. We implement slew-aware buffer insertion (sDMBE) ] simultaneously with DME. Buffers are inserted into clock wiring wherever its loading capacitance exceeds a predefined threshold. A similar buffer insertion scheme was applied in .
For each benchmark, we sweep the clock TSV count to reveal the relation between clock TSV and total clock power. For K-means and 3D-MMM, this is done by controlling the TSV bound parameter (B) in Algorithm 1. For NN-3D, we sweep the clock TSV number by controlling β T SV in Equation (6). The relation between clock TSV count and clock power generated by K-means for a representative benchmark f21 is shown in Figure 8 .
The blue curve in Figure 8 shows that reducing the clock TSV count to a certain point saves clock power. However, increasing the clock TSV count beyond the minimum point increases the clock power. The clock power trend change is caused by not only the increase in TSV capacitance but also the increase in clock trees' overall wire length (shown as the red curve). When we sweep the clock TSV count, the clock tree topology changes. This means a different clock TSV count changes not only the total TSV capacitance but also the total wire length and therefore total wiring capacitance. For each benchmark circuit, we sweep the clock TSV count and pick the design that results in the lowest clock power. The results for the ungated and buffered clock tree are shown in Table II .
First, let's first focus on the comparison between K-means and 3D-MMM. As shown in Table II , our K-means clustering-based algorithm produces 3D abstract clock trees with shorter total wire length and less power consumption, in every ISPD benchmark. For an ungated clock tree, our clustering algorithm considers capacitive load, which improves the total wire length and saves the clock tree's dynamic power. On average, for buffered and ungated clock trees, compared to the 3D-MMM algorithm, the total wire length reduction achieves 28% (1.00× v.s. 1.38×), and power reduction is 23.7% (1.00× v.s. 1.31×).
The wire length and power reduction occur for two reasons. First, 3D-MMM groups the clock sinks based on the median value of their x (or y) coordinates, while the Kmeans clustering clusters the clock sinks that are close to each other. Figure 9 reveals the wire length advantage of the K-means clustering over 3D-MMM.
In Figure 9 , there are six clock sinks (M 1 to M 6 ). M 4 is physically close to M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 , and thus M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , and M 4 should intuitively be grouped together. However, when we apply 3D-MMM, as Figure 9 (a) shows, M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 form one subtree and M 4 , M 5 , and M 6 form another. Grouping M 4 , M 5 , and M 6 inevitably increases the total wire length. Figure 9 (b) applies K-means clustering, and the physically closed sinks, M 1 to M 4 form one subtree, while M 5 and M 6 form another.
The second reason is that after abstract tree generation, it is necessary to ensure zero clock skew during embedding (i.e., DME algorithm). When two children nodes have different capacitive loads, the DME algorithm introduces extra wiring (wire snaking) at the node with smaller capacitance. Therefore, a high-quality abstract clock tree should be able to balance the capacitive loads between two children nodes. The 3D-MMM method only considers the clock sinks' physical location while ignoring the capacitive loads of the clock sinks. This leads to significant wiring overhead in order to achieve zero clock skew. On the contrary, our K-means clustering method inherently considers the clock sink's capacitive load, thereby significantly reducing extra wiring overhead.
Second, when comparing K-means with NN-3D, on average, our K-means clusteringbased algorithm produces buffered and ungated 3D clock trees with slightly shorter total wire length and less power consumption. We notice that NN-3D has better wirelength and power numbers in the f11 and f22 benchmarks. This is because for an ungated clock tree, adding activity similarity into the cost function leads to suboptimal power. In other words, the benefit for penalizing a pair of sinks with low activity similarity does not appear in an ungated clock tree.
However, including the activity similarity in the cost function brings more than 20% power reduction after shutdown gates are inserted. More details are presented in Section 6.2.
The runtime of K-means clustering is O(nkdI), where n is the total number of clock sinks, k is the number of clusters (k = 2 in our case), d is the dimension (d = 3 in our case), and I is the total number of iterations. K-means clustering converges when the centroid assignments no longer change, and it has been proved that if k and d are fixed values, the upper bound of time complexity is less than or equal to O(n dk+1 logn) [Inaba et al. 1994] . Therefore, the upper bound for the K-means-based abstract clock tree generation algorithm is less than or equal to O(n dk+1 lognlogn), since we need O(logn) partitions. However, in our simulation, the number of iterations is often small until convergence (roughly O(n)), and the total time complexity is roughly O(nlogn). The runtime is similar to 3D-MMM, which is also O(nlogn).
Clock Tree Embedding
The second phase of 3D clock tree synthesis, the clock tree embedding step, determines the locations of intermediate clock tree nodes and the clock TSVs. For a gated 3D clock tree, the location of shutdown gates and the locations of the control TSVs are also calculated in this step.
In this section, we construct the low-power gated 3D clock tree based on the abstract tree generated by the K-means clustering and NN-3D algorithms. Again, we sweep the clock TSV count to generate a set of abstract clock tree designs (setting the TSV bound (B) parameter for K-means and the TSV weight parameter, β T SV , in Equation (6) for NN-3D). For each of the abstract clock trees, we use the DME-3D algorithm [Kim and Kim 2011] with slew-aware buffer insertion (sDMBE) ] to generate an ungated baseline design. The baseline design with the lowest clock power is selected and recorded, which is referred to as "Ungated Tree" in the table.
We apply the SA and the TSV placer introduced in Section 4.3 to solve the simultaneous shutdown gate insertion and TSV placement problem for each of the abstract clock tree designs. After clock gating, the optimal (in terms of clock power) design is referred to as "Gated Tree" in the table. Three sets of TSV whitespace area are investigated. A larger TSV whitespace area can accommodate more clock and control TSVs. The results for the baseline design and the optimized design are summarized in Table III . Table III indicates that on average, clock gating achieves 37% and 21% power reduction for clock trees generated by K-means and NN-3D, respectively. When a larger TSV placement whitespace is given, more control TSVs can be legally placed, which allows more shutdown gates and more significant power saving. When comparing ungated 3D clock trees generated by K-means to NN-3D, we find the total wire length, number of buffers used, and total power are similar (K-means average WL: 162,001μm, buffers: 116, power: 0.171W; NN-3D average WL: 163,590μm, buffers: 119, power: 0.174W). However, after shutdown gate insertion, on average Kmeans reduces the total clock power to 0.107W, much lower than NN-3D (power: 0.138W).
The K-means heuristic brings us more power benefit because it considers the sink switching activity during the abstract clock tree construction phase. We have already shown in Table II that on average, clock trees generated by K-means have higher (0.713) activity similarity than those generated by either NN-3D (activity similarity: 0.632) or 3D-MMM (0.634). Figure 10 illustrates the interaction between clock TSVs and control TSVs. For a fixed TSV whitespace area constraint, increasing the number of clock TSVs shrinks the available whitespace for the control TSVs. There exists an optimal allocation for clock and control TSVs such that the clock power is minimized. An optimal ungated 3D clock tree design (i.e., minimum power) does not yield an optimal gated 3D clock tree. In Figure 10 , for example, for an ungated clock tree, the optimal clock TSV number is 22. However, blindly inserting shutdown gates into this clock tree does not produce the optimal solution. In fact, when clock gating is applied, the optimal clock tree is the one with only 13 clock TSVs. Figure 10 shows that the impact of control TSVs needs to be considered during the 3D clock tree synthesis stage in order to obtain the optimal power saving.
At last, we present the comparison between placement-unaware 3D clock tree design and our placement-aware design. We use a completely gated clock tree as an example of TSV whitespace-unaware design and show the power consumption, TSV usage, and Fig. 10 . The clock power trend for benchmark f21 when a fixed TSV whitespace area is applied. Increasing the clock TSV count reduces the control TSV count. The 3D clock tree that is optimal for clock gating is different from the ungated clock tree of optimal power. The impact of control TSVs needs to be considered during the 3D clock tree synthesis stage in order to obtain the optimal power saving. placement violation in Table IV . All clock trees in Table IV are generated using our K-means-based algorithm, with buffer insertion. Table IV shows that a completely gated clock tree achieves better power compared to a partially gated clock tree; however, its TSV placement violation varies from 3.6× to 9.9×, depending on the TSV whitespace availability. Therefore, in designs in which TSV placement whitespace constraints are applied, completely gated clock trees are not practical.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose a design flow for 3D low-power clock tree synthesis, using the clock gating technique. Our design flow consists of two phases: (1) first, we propose a K-means clustering-based algorithm to construct a 3D abstract tree topology that is suitable for shutdown gate insertion, and (2) second, we use simulated annealing and a force-directed TSV placer to select the shutdown gates, while ensuring all the clock TSVs and control TSVs can be legally placed in the placement whitespace. We coplace clock TSVs and control TSVs to enhance the usage of the TSV placement area, so that more control TSVs can be placed and better power savings are achieved. Our experimental results show that our algorithms can effectively generate a low-power 3D abstract tree and also decide at which tree edge to put shutdown gates and the TSV locations, which saves clock power while ensuring zero clock skew.
